for pursuing multidisciplinary research on complex systems. She has contributed six book chapters, one McGraw Hill Custom Textbook, and over 140 refereed articles in education and research literature. Her research pioneered the development of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) for formulating and solving thermal design problems subject to multidisciplinary competing constraints. This led to her creation of a multi-stage concurrent thermal design methodology based on hierarchical model refinement, which combines CFD, non-deterministic experiments and Bayesian statistics. She has also made seminal contributions on self-sustained oscillatory flows and thermal management of electronics, elucidating flow destabilization mechanisms which induce heat transfer enhancement with chaotic mixing; quantifying conjugate time-dependent effects in electronic packages with multi length and time scales; and developing on-demand recuperative transient thermal management technologies for portable electronics.
The following paragraphs summarize these papers: Sadler et al., presented integrated microfluidic devices for amplification and detection of biological samples employing closed-loop temperature monitoring and control within a multilayer low temperature co-fired ceramics platform. They achieved excellent matching with model predictions, thus providing a powerful design tool for thermal-fluidic microsystems.
Fisher and Walker considered the effect of anode heating from high-energy electrons produced by field emissions. Their results demonstrated that the energy distribution of impinging electrons affects the transmission and dissipation of thermal energy.
Gillot et al., proposed the use of flat miniature heat pipes with micro capillary grooves to spread heat flux across a heat sink in Digital Object Identifier 10.1109 /TCAPT.2003 miniaturized electronic devices with high power densities. They presented simulations, experimental results, and details of the fabrication process.
Wong and Graham focused on the temperature increase of a micromachined optical shutter with spot heating from a micro-laser. They performed a parametric study to determine the effects of thermal conductivity and contact resistance on the thermal response of a passively cooled device.
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